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DJ and Lyle Fuller never imagined their family of eight children, seven of whom are 
adopted. “We thought we’d adopt one kid,” said DJ, who found out she couldn’t carry 
another biological child after her first son, Gabe. After taking adoption classes, the 
couple soon learned of an issue that affects children throughout the U.S. adoption 
system – related siblings being separated in placement.

  According to the Adoption and Foster Care Analysis and Reporting System 2014 
report, 415,129 children are living without permanent families in the United States foster 
care system and approximately two-thirds of those children have a sibling also in care. 
Only one-third of adopted children are placed with another relative.  

 “The longer we were in the system the more we heard about kids getting separated - kids 
that have lived together all of a sudden they’re not living together,” said DJ. “They want 
the baby but they don’t want the 17-year-old and I just think it’s wrong.”

  As a result, DJ and Lyle’s idea of what they’re family would look like quickly changed. 
They became more open to whom they would take in by changing the age range they 
wanted from 2-3-years old to 0-16 years old, as well as having the willingness to adopt 
multiple children at once. “To look in the mirror and say I couldn’t take them when I could. 
It was just a matter of making space in my heart and making space in my home,” said DJ.

Generations of Separation

  Adoption had always been an option for DJ ever since the word “adopt” was used so 
habitually in her upbringing. She was adopted by her stepfather and raised with two 
brothers. DJ was separated from her biological father and didn’t know she had two other 
brothers and two other sisters. The lack of connection with her biological siblings sent 
her on a search for her biological sister from the time she was age 18 to age 45. “For me, 
there’s an ache in me. I want to know, are they okay? Are they like me?” Separation from 
siblings hits close to home for Lyle as well because of his parent’s divorce when he was 
three-years-old. That was the last time he saw his father and biological brother until age 
23 when he sought them out. “Having your siblings there as you’re growing, you don’t 
have that wondering where they’re at. What are they doing? Are they being treated right? 
. . . All those weird questions that would go through a child’s head,” said Lyle.

  When phone call after phone call came in from caseworkers to adopt groups of 
maternally related siblings, DJ and Lyle sought to make sure their adopted children didn’t 


